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Abstract

A common approach to analyzing repeated auctions, such as sponsored search
auctions, is to treat them as complete information games, because it is assumed
that, over time, players learn each other’s types. This overlooks the possibility that
players may impersonate another type. In this paper, we show that many standard
auctions, including the Kelly mechanism, generalized second price auctions, and
core-selecting auctions, have profitable impersonations. We define a notion of
impersonation-proofness for the process by which players learn about each other’s
type together with the auction mechanism and associated complete information
game and give several examples.

1 Introduction
Most analyses of auctions emphasize uncertainty. While a bidder may know his value
for an item, he is unlikely to know exactly how much every other bidder values it.
However, he is likely to have some beliefs about others, and the standard Bayesian
analysis of auctions requires that, in equilibrium, bidders act optimally based on their
beliefs about the distributions of values of the other bidders.

This approach is natural for a single, stand-alone auction. However, in some cases,
for example in sponsored search auctions, the same bidders will participate in many
auctions. Thus, a notion of equilibrium should take into account that, over the course
of many auctions, bidders will learn about each others valuations. Unfortunately, as
the folk theorem shows, the set of potential equilibria in such a repeated setting is large
and complicated.

One natural class of equilibria are those where players spend some time learning
until they reach an equilibrium of the “stage game,” after which they use the same
strategies forever. One approach is to consider that the stage game might look like. If
players are no longer learning, then it seems likely that they have something close to
complete information about the types of other players. Thus, for example, Edelman,
Ostrovsky, and Schwartz [9] and Varian [24] have analyzed the equilibria of a complete
information model of the generalized second price (GSP) auction.

However, this analysis glosses over a key point. These complete information equi-
libria will only be reached if players correctly learn each other’s types. As the learning
process is part of the repeated game, players may have an incentive to deviate during
this process. This could be prevented by finding learning algorithms that are themselves
an equilibrium of the repeated game. This is the approach taken by, for example, Braf-
man and Tennenholtz [6] and Ashlagi et al. [2]. However, such algorithms require that
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most or all of the players participate and that they learn in a particular fashion, so in
many cases these are not a good predictor of real-world behavior.

Our approach, in the same spirit as complete information analysis, is to assume that
players will learn and reach an equilibrium. In particular, we ignore the possibility that
players will do something other than learn the types of other players. We also ignore
their rewards during the learning period and assume they only care about the long-run
behavior that the complete information game naturally captures. With these assump-
tions, should we expect to reach a complete information equilibrium? In this paper,
we argue that the answer is no. In particular, players have the option to impersonate
another type and participate in the learning algorithm as if their true type were the type
they are impersonating. This causes the other players to believe they are playing a dif-
ferent complete information game and so a different strategy profile is reached, which
may be better for the impersonator.

Learning processes and complete information equilibrium analysis have been pro-
posed in many places, notably Kelly [13] for bandwidth allocation; Edelman, Ostro-
vsky and Schwartz [9] and Varian [24] for GSP auctions; and Day and Milgrom [8] for
core-selecting auctions. We study all of these and show that they have profitable im-
personation strategies. We also define a notion of impersonation-proofness and show
that it is equivalent to the learning algorithm finding equilibria that implement the out-
come of a dominant strategy mechanism for the incomplete information problem. This
characterization allows us to give several examples of impersonation-proofness based
on finding mechanisms for which the complete information Nash equilibria coincide
with the VCG outcome.

2 Model
Consider a Bayesian game G. Each of n players i has a type �i ∈ Θi drawn according
to the joint distribution F (�1, . . . , �n), which is common knowledge. Each player
chooses an action ai ∈ Ai based on his type. Each player’s utility, which may depend
on the joint action and his type, is ui(a, �i). A Bayesian Nash equilibrium is then
defined in terms of an expectation over the types of players.

If players play this game repeatedly, we would expect them to learn about their
opponents. Theorems have been established regarding the properties of Nash equilib-
ria of the complete information game G� for a number of different Bayesian games
G, where G� is G with � = (�1, . . . , �n) made common knowledge. In many cases
additional theorems show that particular learning dynamics will allow players to find
these equilibria.

We model this learning process as a mediator: players submit a type and the medi-
ator suggests an action for each player. Players are then free to follow the mediator’s
suggestion or not. To keep in mind our intuition of players learning, we require that
if players report � to the mediator, the mediator suggests a Nash equilibrium of G�,
as a goal of most learning dynamics is to reach equilibrium1 [5, 22]. Formally, given

1Our formalism of a mediator is inspired by that of Ashlagi et. al [1], but our motivation and definition
are slightly different. They only require that the mediator give each player an individually rational action
the the player is required to use. However, players are not required to “opt in” to the mediator and can play
independently.
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a Bayesian game G, a mediator is a function M : Θ → A such that M(�) is a Nash
equilibrium of G�, where Θ = Θ1 × . . .×Θn and A = A1 × . . .×An.

Given a Bayesian game G and a mediator M , we have the mediated game GM .
First, each player i learns �i and submits some �′i to M . Then i learns Mi(�

′) and
selects an action ai. This formulation suggests the obvious strategy of lying to the
mediator in the first stage. We call such strategies impersonation strategies because in
practice they amount to impersonating some other type for a period of time to convince
other players that the player is actually of that type.

There are two different classes of impersonation strategies. First, there are those
where, in the second stage, the impersonator chooses an action different from that rec-
ommended by the mediator. For example, in a first price auction the unique complete
information Nash equilibrium is for the players with the two highest valuations to both
bid the second highest valuation, with the highest valued player winning the auction2.
In such an auction, the player with the second highest value can pretend to have a low
value so that the player with the highest value learns to bid the third highest value. Then
he can bid above the third highest value and win the auction. Note that the highest value
player can tell he has been deceived.

Since such deviations will be detectable by other players, we would not expect them
to persist in a repeated setting. On the other hand, some games have deviations where
a player impersonates another type and then follows the mediator’s recommendation.
To other players, he will simply appear to be of the type he is impersonating, so they
would have no reason to believe he had deviated and this behavior could persist in the
repeated setting. In the remainder of the paper, we consider only impersonations where
the mediators recommendation is followed and, for brevity, use the term impersonation
strategies to refer only to this kind. If, when all other players report truthfully and
follow the mediator’s advice a player can increase his payoff by using an imperson-
ation strategy, we say he has a profitable impersonation. Formally, i has a profitable
impersonation if there exists some �′i such that

ui(Mi(�
′
i, �−i), �i) > ui(Mi(�), �i). (1)

With this in mind, we say a mediated gameGM is impersonation-proof if no player
ever has a profitable impersonation. Formally, for all i, �, and �′i,

ui(Mi(�), �i) ≥ ui(Mi(�
′
i, �−i), �i). (2)

We will also refer to a mediator as impersonation-proof when the game is clear from
context. Equation (2) shows that a mediated game is impersonation proof, iff, in the
slight variant where a player is required to follow the mediator’s advice (i.e. M is just a
direct revelation mechanism) then truthful reporting is a weakly dominant strategy. As
a result, it may not be particularly surprising that, in Section 3, we are able to provide
many examples of profitable impersonations. We return to this characterization in Sec-
tion 4 when we explore when impersonation-proof mechanisms are possible. Essen-
tially, we need the the mediated game to have a complete information Nash equilibrium
that induces the outcome of a dominant strategy incentive compatible mechanism.

2This formulation assumes the auctioneer knows who has the highest valuation and can break ties in his
favor, but it can be made formal with essentially the same result without this assumption. See [23].
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3 Examples
In this section, we examine a number of auction settings where complete information
analyses have shown the existence of Nash equilibria and show that these equilibria are
not stable because players can do better in the mediated game by using impersonation
strategies.

3.1 Kelly Mechanism
Suppose the owner of a network wants to allocate bandwidth to users of the network.
Kelly [13, 14] introduced a simple mechanism for this problem. Each player i submits
a bid bi. He then receives a bi/

∑
j bj fraction of the bandwidth and pays a cost of bi.

This mechanism has the nice property that each player needs only submit a bid rather
than describe his entire, potentially complicated, utility function. Furthermore, if all
players have concave utility functions, then there is a unique complete information
Nash equilibrium which can be found using a simple learning algorithm3. Johari and
Tsitsiklis [11] showed that this mechanism has a price of anarchy of 4/3. Nguyen
and Vojnovic [18] introduced a weighted version of the Kelly mechanism, which is
applicable to job scheduling and sponsored search.

The following lemma (whose proof is deferred to the appendix) shows that, even
in a simple case, it is quite common for players to have profitable impersonations. In
particular, this means that, despite having a good price of anarchy, actual performance
could be poor.

Lemma 3.1. Consider the Kelly mechanism with two players who have linear utility
functions (ui(xi) = �ixi) with �1, �2 > 0. Unless �1 = �2, both players have a
profitable impersonation.

3.2 ESPA Mechanisms
One issue with the Kelly mechanism is that the unique equilibrium need not be effi-
cient, in the sense of allocating bandwidth to maximize social welfare. Maheswaran
and Basar [15] and Yang and Hajek [25] independently introduced a class of mech-
anisms they call Efficient Signal Proportional Allocation (ESPA) or simple-g mecha-
nisms respectively. These mechanisms have many of the nice properties of the Kelly
mechanism and their unique Nash is guaranteed to be efficient.

Like the Kelly mechanism, each player i submits a bid bi and receives a bi/
∑
j bj

fraction of the bandwidth. However, his payment is now a function c(bi, b−i) of a
certain form, where we abuse notation and let b−i =

∑
j ∕=i bj) A full description of

these mechanisms is beyond the scope of this paper, but a notable subset use a cost
function of the form

c(bi, b−i) =

(
b−i
 − 1

)(
(bi + b−i)

−1 − b−1
−i

)
for  ∕= 1. As the following lemma (whose proof is deferred to the appendix) shows,
impersonation strategies can allow players to get more while paying less.

3There are different models of how players optimize for this mechanism. We assume players are price-
anticipating: they take into account how their bid affects the price they pay when determining their optimal
bid.
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Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < � < 1,  > 1, and all players j have utility functions of the form
uj(xj) = �jx

�
j , where �j > 0. Let �−i be given. If �i is sufficiently large then for the

ESPA mechanism with parameter , player i can increase his allocation and decrease
his payment by impersonating any �′i > �i.

Johari and Tsitsiklis [12] (and independently Yang and Hajek [26]) consider an-
other mechanism called the scalar strategy VCG (SSVCG) mechanism. This mecha-
nism is the VCG mechanism, with the restriction that players can only submit a utility
function from a single-parameter family (which in particular need not include their
true utility function). Despite this restriction, under some mild technical conditions,
the complete information equilibria of this mechanism are efficient (although the pay-
ments will generally not be the true VCG payments). In fact, Johari and Tsitsiklis
show that show that this mechanism is a generalization of the ESPA mechanism; when
a somewhat unnatural family of utility functions is used, reporting a vector of bids
to an ESPA mechanism results in the same allocation and payments as reporting that
same vector as a vector of types to the appropriate SSVCG mechanism. It is interest-
ing to note that Lemma 3.2 also applies to this more general class of mechanisms, so,
despite their nature as a restriction of VCG, they are also vulnerable to impersonation
strategies.

3.3 GSP Auctions
The generalized second price (GSP) auction is best known as the auction used by
Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo to sell search advertising. In its simplest form, k items
are being sold to n bidders with n > k. The items are ordered in terms of known,
bidder-independent, and decreasing desirability scores �1 > . . . > �k. Each bidder
i has a valuation �i > 0 such that his utility for getting an item of desirability �j is
�i�j (in the case of sponsored search, the desirability is the click-through rate). We
assume (as in [9]) that �i ∕= �j for i ∕= j. Each bidder i submits a bid, bi. For ease
of exposition, assume b1 > b2 > . . . > bn. Then bidder 1 receives the most desirable
item and pays b2 ∗ �1. More generally, bidder i receives the ith most desirable item
and pays bi+1�i.

Edelman, Ostrovsky, and Schwartz [9] analyze a class of complete information
equilibria of the GSP auction called locally envy-free. These have the added property
that no bidder would benefit from swapping bids with the bidder above him:

(�i − bi+1)�i ≥ (�i − bi)�i−1.

Intuitively, if current bids do not satisfy this requirement then bidder i+ 1 should raise
his bid slightly; either i will pay more and i+1 will be unaffected or i will drop his bid
below i + 1’s and i + 1 will be better off. They show that the set of locally envy-free
equilibria forms a complete lattice. In particular, this means that there exists a bidder
optimal locally envy-free equilibrium and a bidder pessimal one.

Lemma 3.3. Let G be a game defined by a GSP auction and M be a mediator that
always selects the bidder pessimal locally envy-free equilibrium. Then for all � such
that the bidder optimal and bidder pessimal equilibria are distinct, there exists a bidder
who has a profitable impersonation.
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Proof. WLOG let the bidders be numbered in decreasing order of value and let bidder
i be paying higher price in the bidder pessimal equilibrium than he would in the bidder
optimal equilibrium (all locally envy free equilibria are efficient and we have assumed
there are no ties in the �js or �js, so the allocations are the same). Let b be the vector
of bids in the bidder pessimal equilibrium.

In the bidder pessimal equilibrium, (�i − bi+1)�i = (�i − bi+2)�i+1. To see why,
consider the decision faced by the ith bidder holding other bidders fixed. Either he bids
higher than the i + 1st bidder, in which case his utility is (�i − bi+1)�i, or he can bid
below him and above the i + 2nd bidder, in which case his utility is (�i − bi+2)�i+1.
Since this is an equilibrium, he must (weakly) prefer the former. Now suppose bi+1 is
increased slightly. This makes bidder i worse off but has no effect on the incentives
of any other bidder, so it remains an equilibrium unless i now prefers to become the
i+ 1st bidder. Thus, in the bidder pessimal equilibrium, the two must be equal.

Let �′i = (�i + �i+1)/2. If i impersonates �′i, then the allocation is unchanged (all
locally envy-free equilibria are efficient) and in the bidder pessimal equilibrium, bi+1

satisfies (�′i − b′i+1)�i = (�′i − b′i+2)�i+1. b′i+2 = bi+2, so bi+1 > b′i+1. Thus i can
profitably impersonate type �′i.

From an impersonation-proofness standpoint, the behavior of the bidder optimal
equilibria are more interesting. We return to them in Section 4.

3.4 Keyword Auctions with Budgets
Our analysis of GSP auctions ignored many complications present in real keyword
auctions. One example is that many bidders set budgets. Borgs et al. [4] examine the
effect of budgets in a perturbed first price auction. The details of their auction are not
important for our purposes, other than to note that they provide a bidding heuristic
and prove that, if all bidders follow it, prices converge to the Arrow-Debreu market
equilibrium.

To see how players can have a profitable impersonation in such an auction, consider
the following example. There are two players bidding on a single keyword on which
there are 1000 clicks per day. Each player values each click at $1 and has a budget of
$500. If each player uses his true budget and follows the dynamics, each pays $500
for 500 clicks and has utility 0. Now suppose one player impersonates a player with
a budget of $400. In the resulting market equilibrium he pays $400 and gets ∼ 444
clicks for a utility of ∼ 44. While he has gotten fewer clicks, he pays less for each and
so is better off. Thus each player has an incentive to report a lower budget.

3.5 Keyword Auctions with Stochastic Quality Scores
Another complication in GSP keyword auctions is that players are not solely ranked by
their bids. Instead, the search engine generates a quality score for each player and ranks
players by the product of their bid and their quality score. Athey and Nekipelov [3]
examine a model of a GSP auction where players’ quality scores vary stochastically.

Each player i has a base quality score si. Each time an auction is run, a random
amount of noise "i drawn according to a distribution Ei is applied so his quality score
for that auction is si"i. Rather than being ordered by their bid bi for allocation, players
are ordered by bisi"i, with the ith highest value getting the ith most desirable slot
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and paying a cost of bi+1si+1"i+1/si"i. Athey and Nekipelov show that, under some
assumptions, the resulting complete information game has a unique Nash equilibrium.

This mechanism can have profitable impersonations where the player who is mak-
ing the highest bid impersonates a lower type and lowers his bid. This causes other
players to lower their bids as well, and as a result he gets fewer clicks but pays less for
them. On the whole this is advantageous because the auctions which the impersonation
causes him to lose are those where he would have to pay almost his full value. For
example, suppose there are three players with �1 = 0.7, �2 = 0.6, and �3 = 0.5. All
players share si = 1 and Ei the uniform distribution on [0, 1]. There are two slots
auctioned, with �1 = 1.0 and �2 = 0.5. The unique equilibrium has bids of (ap-
proximately) (0.522, 0.455, 0.394). If player 1 impersonates �1 = 0.65, the unique
equilibrium has bids (0.485, 0.451, 0.391). This causes his expected utility to increase
from 0.227 to 0.228. More generally, we conjecture that the player with the high-
est equilibrium bid (assuming no ties) always has an incentive to impersonate a lower
type.

3.6 Core-selecting Auctions
While the classic VCG mechanism has many desirable properties, it can have poor rev-
enue properties. In a combinatorial auction, it is possible for the winning bidders of a
package to pay less than some other bidder would be willing to pay for that package,
which leads to opportunities for collusion and “false name” bidding [27]. In coop-
erative game theory terms, the problem is that the VCG outcome need not be in the
core. Core-selecting auctions, which guarantee a core outcome, avoid these problems,
but suffer from a multiplicity of equilibria. An example of a core-selecting in auction
is Ausubel and Milgrom’s [16] Ascending Proxy Auction, or equivalently Parkes and
Ungar’s iBundle auction [20] with straightforward proxy agents.

Day and Milgrom [8] introduce a class of equilibria for direct revelation core-
selecting auctions based on truncation reports. If player i’s utility function for package
xj is ui(xj), his � truncation report is

ûi(xj) =

{
ui(xj) if xj = ∅ (the null package)
ui(xj)− � otherwise

Note that, in general, it need not be the case that this truncation report is a valid type
for the player to report. We describe a set of types as closed under truncation if, for all
ui and all � such that there exists an xj such that ûi(xj) ≥ 0 (i.e. all truncation reports
where some bundle is still preferred to no bundle), ûi is in the set of types. They prove
the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. For every valuation profile u and corresponding payoff vector (impu-
tation) � which is bidder optimal among all payoff vectors in the core, the profile of
�j truncations of uj is a complete information equilibrium profile of every direct rev-
elation core-selecting auction with a set of types that is closed under truncation. The
allocation of goods, x∗, in this equilibrium is efficient and the equilibrium payoff vector
is �.

To illustrate this theorem, suppose there are two goods (a and b) being sold and
three players. Player 1 values the package {a, b} at 10 and has value 0 for any other
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package. Player 2 has a value of 10 if his package contains a and 0 otherwise. Player
3 has a value of 10 if his package contains b and 0 otherwise. Any outcome in the core
has player 2 receiving a and player 3 receiving b and a payment to the seller of at least
10. Thus, a bidder optimal core payoff vector is one in which the payoff of player 1 is
0, the payoff of the seller is 10, and the non-negative payoffs of players 2 and 3 sum
to 10. Consider the vector where each receives a payoff of 5. Then the theorem says
that a report by players 2 and 3 that each values his item at 5 is a complete information
equilibrium for every core-selecting auction, and results in each player paying a cost
of 5 for his item.

However, in a learning context we can ask about impersonation, and in fact this
equilibrium is not robust to this behavior. Suppose player 2 pretends his value for item
a is only 4. Then in every core outcome he receives a and pays no more than 4. Thus he
would be strictly better off. More generally, this illustrates the following well known
lemma4. For completeness, we offer a simple, direct proof.

Lemma 3.4. Consider a direct revelation core-selecting auction with a set of types that
is closed under truncation and a vector of utility functions u. Then all players i have
a truncation report ûi such that, in all complete information equilibria in truncation
reports where i reports ûi, i receives his VCG payoff according to u (and at least one
such equilibrium exists).

Proof. Let �∗ be the vector of VCG payoffs given u and let player i and an efficient
allocation x (according to u) be given. By Theorem 3.1, there exists at least one equi-
librium where i reports his �∗i truncation of ui. All equilibria in truncation strategies
are efficient, so he receives x∗i (or another allocation of similar value to him) at a cost
of û(x∗i ) = u(x∗i )− �∗i , so his payoff is �∗i .

Since a core selecting auction with a mediator is a direct revelation core selecting
auction, it follows that, unless the VCG outcome is in the core, some player has a
profitable impersonation.

Corollary 3.1. LetG be the game defined by a core-selecting auction with a set of types
that is closed under truncation, M be a mediator for G that selects an equilibrium in
truncation reports, and u be a vector of utility functions with payoffs ui(M(u)) = �i.
Unless � is the vector of VCG payoffs (which need not be in the core in general), there
exists a player i with a profitable impersonation.

Note that, although GSP with a mediator that selects a locally envy-free equilibrium
is a direct revelation core-selecting auction, this corollary does not apply because the
set of types in the GSP mechanism is not closed under truncation. This restriction of
the set of types is discussed by Milgrom [17], who observes that it is responsible for
many of the nice properties of GSP.

4This lemma follows, for example, from the equivalence between an player’s VCG payoff and maximal
payoff across core outcomes (see Parkes and Ungar [21] Theorem 6 and Ausubel and Milgrom [16] Theorem
5) because a bidder always has a bid that can achieve its VCG payoff, fixing the bids of others (see Parkes
et al. [19] Proposition 5), and an equivalence between Nash equilibrium in truncation strategies and the
bidder-Pareto-optimal core points (Ausubel and Milgrom [16] Theorem 4), so this VCG truncation exactly
pinpoints the bidder’s equilibrium payoff.
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4 Impersonation-proofness
In this section, we examine when mediated games are impersonation-proof and thus
it is plausible that players would be willing to participate in the learning algorithm
or other coordination mechanism represented by the mediator with their true type. In
Section 2, we observed that the definition of impersonation-proofness in equation (2)
had a connection to dominant strategy implementation. We begin by examining this
connection in greater detail.

In our model of a Bayesian game G, each player i chooses an action ai and then
his utility is determined by the vector of actions a and his type �i. For example, in a
first price auction an action is a bid and the vector of bids determines the winner and
each player’s payment. While we take the game as given, in problems of interest the
game has typically been chosen as a mechanism for a social choice problem. More
precisely, there exists some set of outcomes O and a utility functions for each player
ui : O× �i → R. The game defines a set of joint actions A and a mapping o : A→ O.
The utility functions for the game can then be defined in the natural way: ui(a, �i) =
ui(o(a), �i).

While G is one mechanism for a social choice problem S = (Θ, O, u), there are
many others. In particular, any mediator M for G is a function from type vectors to
action vectors and thus when combined with the mapping o from action vectors to
outcomes is also a (direct revelation) mechanism for S. This observation leads to the
following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let G be a Bayesian game that is a mechanism for a social choice prob-
lem S = (Θ, O, u) and M be a mediator for G. M is impersonation-proof iff, when
viewed as a mechanism for S, truthful revelation is a weakly dominant strategy.

Proof. The definition of impersonation-proof requires that, for all i, �, and �′i,

ui(Mi(�), �i) ≥ ui(Mi(�
′
i, �−i), �i).

This is also the definition of truthful revelation being a weakly dominant strategy for
M when M is viewed as a mechanism.

Mediators are only a subset of mechanisms because of the requirement that M(Θ)
be a complete information Nash equilibrium for all Θ. So while there always exist
dominant strategy mechanisms (for example select the same outcome no matter what
reports are made by players) there may not always exist impersonation-proof media-
tors. The following theorem characterizes when one exists.

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a Bayesian game that is a mechanism (not necessarily in-
centive compatible) for a social choice problem S = (Θ, O, u). There exists an
impersonation-proof mediator M for G iff there exists a dominant strategy mecha-
nism D for S such that for all Θ there exists an a(Θ) that is a Nash equilibrium for
GΘ and D(Θ) = o(a(Θ))

Proof. Suppose there exists an impersonation-proof mediator M . Then this provides
such a dominant strategy mechanismD with a(Θ) = M(Θ). Now suppose there exists
such a dominant strategy mechanism D. Let M(�) = a(�). M implements the same
outcomes as D, so by Lemma 4.1 M is impersonation-proof.
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Theorem 4.1 suggests a general approach to finding impersonation-proof media-
tors: take a dominant strategy mechanism D for the same problem and find equilibria
that implement D(Θ) in each game GΘ. For example, consider the auction problem
solved by the GSP mechanism from Section 3.3. This problem has a well known domi-
nant strategy mechanism, the VCG mechanism. Edelman, Ostrovsky, and Schwartz [9]
show that the outcome of the bidder-optimal locally envy-free equilibrium is the VCG
outcome. Thus we have the following corollary.

Corollary 4.1. For the game defined by a GSP auction, the the mediator that selects
the bidder-optimal locally envy-free equilibrium is impersonation-proof.

This gives a new reason to consider this equilibrium focal among locally envy-free
equilibria: it is robust to impersonation strategies. Additionally there are several natural
learning dynamics that allow players to find this equilibrium. Edelman, Ostrovsky,
and Schwartz [9] show that this equilibrium can be found using a generalized English
Auction. Cary et al. [7] show that this equilibrium results when players use “balanced
bidding” strategies.

For another example, consider the ESPA mechanism from Section 3.2. As we saw,
Johari and Tsitsiklis [12] showed that this mechanism is the VCG mechanism where
players are restricted to submitting utility functions from a somewhat unnatural class.
Clearly, if players’ actual functions all happened to be from this class, the mechanism
would be VCG and thus strategyproof and impersonation-proof. The following lemma
shows that, if players’ utility functions are each of the same, arguably quite natural
form, we can still implement the VCG outcome. Unlike the Johari and Tsitsiklis result
but like the Edelman, Ostrovsky, and Schwartz result, the correspondence with VCG
only applies to equilibrium outcomes.

Lemma 4.2. For all players i, let ui(xi, �i) = �ix
�
i for 0 < � < 1. The unique

complete information equilibrium of the ESPA mechanism parameterized by  = 1 −
� generates the VCG outcome. Thus, the mediator that selects this equilibrium is
impersonation-proof.

Proof. Maheswaran and Basar [15] show that the unique equilibrium of the ESPA
mechanism is efficient, and so the allocation is the same as the VCG allocation. To
determine the payments, we first calculate the equilibrium bids. These must satisfy the
first order condition that

∂

∂bi

[
�i

(
bi

bi + b−i

)�
−
(
b−i
−�

)(
(bi + b−i)

−� − b−�−i
)]

= 0.

Simplifying yields bi = (��i)
1

1−� . With these bids, player i’s payment is(∑
j ∕=i(��i)

1
1−�

−�

)(
(bi + b−i)

−� − b−�−i
)

=
∑
j ∕=i

�j

((
bj
b−i

)�
−
(

bj
bi + b−i

)�)
,

which is exactly his VCG payment.
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5 Conclusion
Complete information analysis of repeated auctions, while useful, neglects the possibil-
ity that players may impersonate another type. We have seen that, in many settings of
interest, these impersonations are profitable. We have also characterized an approach
to designing mechanisms and learning algorithms that are robust to impersonation. For
mechanisms, this means ensuring that the outcomes of a dominant strategy mechanism
are implementable as complete information Nash equilibria of the mechanism. In the
case of ESPA mechanisms, this requires choosing the correct parameterization based
on the utility functions of the players. For learning algorithms, this means that con-
verging to an equilibrium is not sufficient when there are multiple equilibria. We saw
this with GSP, where only learning algorithms that select the bidder-optimal locally
envy-free equilibrium are robust to impersonation.
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A Proof of Lemma 3.1
In our proof of the lemma, we make use of the following characterization of equilibrium
bids.

Lemma A.1. Consider the Kelly mechanism with two players who have linear utility
functions (ui(xi) = �ixi) with �1, �2 > 0. The unique Nash equilibrium has bids
b1 =

�21�2
(�1+�2)2 and b2 =

�1�
2
2

(�1+�2)2

Proof. Theorem 2 of Johari and Tsitsiklis [11] (originally due to Hajek and Gopalakr-
ishnan [10]) proves the existence of a unique equilibrium, so it suffices to show that
these bids form an equilibrium.

Player 1’s first order condition (player 2 is symmetric) requires that

∂

∂b1

[
�1

(
b1

b1 + b2

)
− b1

]
= 0,

or
�1b2 = (b1 + b2)2.

The given bids satisfy this equation (and the symmetric equation for player 2).

Lemma 3.1. Consider the Kelly mechanism with two players who have linear utility
functions (ui(xi) = �ixi) with �1, �2 > 0. Unless �1 = �2, both players have a
profitable impersonation.

Proof. Suppose player 1 does not have a profitable impersonation (the situation for
player 2 is symmetric). Then by Lemma A.1, player 1 chooses a reported type �i to
maximize

�1

⎛⎝ �2i �2
(�i+�2)2

�2i �2
(�i+�2)2 +

�i�22
(�i+�2)2

⎞⎠− �2
i �2

(�i + �2)2
=
�1�i(�i + �2)− �2

i �2

(�i + �2)2
.

The first order condition for a report of �1 to be optimal is

(�1 + �2)2(�1(�1 + �2) + �1�1 − 2�1�2)− (�1�1(�1 + �2)− �2
1�2)2(�1 + �2)

(�1 + �2)4
= 0,

or
�1�2(�1 − �2)

(�1 + �2)3
= 0

Thus, unless �1 = �2, player 1 (and by symmetry player 2) has a profitable imperson-
ation.
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B Proof of Lemma 3.2
In our proof of the lemma, we make use of the following characterization of equilibrium
bids.

Lemma B.1. Let 0 < � < 1,  > 1, and all players j have utility functions of the form
uj(xj) = �jx

�
j . The unique equilibrium of the ESPA mechanism with parameter  has

bids

bi = (��i)
1

1−�

⎛⎝∑
j

(��j)
1

1−�

⎞⎠
+�−1

−

(3)

Proof. Proposition 5 of Maheswaran and Basar [15] proves the existence of a unique
equilibrium, so it suffices to shows that these bids form an equilibrium.

We abuse notation and let b =
∑
j bj . Then player i’s bid must satisfy the first

order condition

∂

∂bi

[
�i

(
bi
b

)�
−
(

b−i
 − 1

)(
(b)−1 − b−1

−i

)]
= 0.

Simplifying yields
bi = (��i)

1
1−� b

+�−1
�−1 . (4)

Summing each side over i gives

b = b
+�−1
�−1

∑
i

(��i)
1

1−� ,

or

b =

(∑
i

(��i)
1

1−�

) 1

1− +�−1
�−1

. (5)

Substituting (5) into (4) completes the proof.

Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < � < 1,  > 1, and all players j have utility functions of the
form uj(xj) = �jx

�
j . Let �−i be given. If �i is sufficiently large then for the ESPA

mechanism with parameter  player i can increase his allocation and decrease his
payment by impersonating any �′i > �i.

Proof. By equation (3) and the constraints on � and , bj is an increasing function
of �j and a decreasing function of �−j . Thus if i impersonates a type �′i > �i while
the other players continue to report �−i, his bid bi increases and the bids b−i of other
players decrease (recall that we abuse notation and use b−i to denote both the bids of
the other players and their sum). This increases his allocation.

His payment is (
b−i
 − 1

)(
(bi + b−i)

−1 − b−1
−i

)
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For brevity, we use the change of variables zj = (��j)
1

1−� and c = +�−1
 . As with

bi, we abuse notation and write z−i =
∑
j ∕=i zj and z =

∑
j zj . Then, equation (3)

becomes

bi = (��i)
1

1−�

⎛⎝∑
j

(��j)
1

1−�

⎞⎠
+�−1

−

=
zi
zc

Applying this, i’s payment is( z−i
zc

 − 1

)(( z
zc

)−1

−
(z−i
zc

)−1
)

We want to show i’s payment is decreasing in his reported type (and thus zi). For this,
we look for the derivative relative to zi to be negative to get

( − 1)2zcz−iz
−2
i − ( − 1)czc−1(z−iz

−1
i − z−i)

( − 1)2z2c
< 0.

Observing that the denominator is always positive and simplifying yields

( − 1)zz−2
i − c(z−1

i − z−1
−i ) < 0,

or
z−2
i (czi − ( − 1)z) > cz−1

−i .

We only need this to be true for sufficiently large �′i, and thus sufficiently large zi, so
assume zi > 1. Then this will certainly be the case when

czi − ( − 1)z > cz−1
−i .

Simplifying gives

(c − ( − 1))zi > cz−1
−i + ( − 1)z−i. (6)

We note that

c − ( − 1) = 1 + (c− 1) = 1 +

(
 + � − 1


− 1

)
 = �.

Substituting this into (6) and recalling our assumption that zi > 1 gives

zi > max

(
1,
cz−1
−i + ( − 1)z−i

�

)
,

which can certainly be satisfied for suitably large �′i and thus zi. Thus, for sufficiently
large �i, impersonating �′i > �i decreases i’s payment.
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